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1. Introduction 
The versatility that genetic algorithm (GA) has proved to have for solving different 
problems, has make it the first choice of researchers to deal with new challenges. Currently, 
GAs are the most well known evolutionary algorithms, because their intuitive principle of 
operation and their relatively simple implementation; besides they have the ability to reflect 
the philosophy of evolutionary computation in an easy and quick way.  
As time goes by, human beings are more sophisticated. Every time we demand better 
performance of the equipment and techniques in the solution of more complex problems; 
forcing problem-solvers to use non-exhaustive solution techniques, although this could 
means the loss of accuracy. Non conventional techniques provide a solution in a suitable 
time when other techniques can be extraordinarily slow. Evolutionary algorithms are  
metaheuristics inspired on Darwin's theory of the survival of the fittest. A feature shared by 
these algorithms is that they are population-based, so each population represents a group of 
possible solutions to the problem posed; and only will transcend to the next generation 
those individuals with the best performance. At the end of the evolutionary process, the 
population is formed by the better individuals only. In general, all metaheuristics have 
shown their efficiency in solving complex optimization problems with one goal, so having 
to work simultaneously with more than one target, and therefore having to determine not 
only one answer but a set of them; population-based metaheuristics like evolutionary 
algorithms seem to be the most natural technique to address this type of optimization.  
This chapter presents the theoretical description of the multi-objective optimization problem 
and establishes some important concepts. Later the most well known algorithms that 
initially were used for solving this problem are presented. Among these algorithms excels 
the GA and some modifications to it. The chapter also briefly discusses the estimation of the 
distribution algorithm (EDA), which was also inspired on the GA. Subsequently, the 
drawing graphs problem is established and solved. This problem, like many other of real life 
is inherently multi-objective. The proposed solution to this problem uses a hybrid EDA 
combined with a hill-climbing algorithm, which handled three simultaneous objectives: 
minimizing the number of crossing edges in the graph (total number of crossing edges of the 
graph have to be minimized), minimizing the graph area (total space used by the graph 
have to be as small as possible) and minimizing the graph aspect ratio (the graph have to be 
in a perfect square Visualized area). This section includes the description of the used 
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approach and a group of experimental results, as well as some conclusions and future work. 
Finally, the last section of this chapter is a brief reflection on the future of multi-objective 
optimization research. On it, we capture some concerns and issues that are relevant to the 
development of this area.  
2. Multi-objective optimization 
Optimization in both mathematics and computing, refers to the determination of one or 
more feasible solutions that corresponds to an extreme value (maximum or minimum), 
according to one or more objective functions. To find the extreme solutions of one or more 
objective functions can be applied in a wide range of practical situations, such as to 
minimize the manufacturing cost of a product, to maximize profit, to reduce uncertainty, 
and so on. The principles and methods of optimization are used in solving quantitative 
problems in disciplines such as physics, biology, engineering, economics, and others. The 
simplest optimization problems involve functions of a single variable and can be solved by 
differential calculus. When researchers work with optimization, we could find two main 
types: mono-objective optimization and multi-objective optimization (MOO), depending on 
the number of optimization functions. The optimization can be subject to one or several 
constraints. The constraints are conditions that limit the selection of the values variables can 
take. This area has been approached for different techniques and methods. 
Probably, the main difficulty of modelling mono-objective problems consists on obtaining 
just one equation for the complete problem. This stage could be too complicated to reach 
(Collette & Siarry, 2002). Due to the difficulty of finding an equation for a problem where 
many factors can influence, multi-objective optimization gives a very important advantage. 
Nevertheless, multi-objective optimization let us use some equations for reaching more than 
one objective; this property adds complexity to the model. As complexity of problems is 
increased, it is necessary to use new tools; for example: lineal programming that was created 
to solve optimization problems that involve two or more entrance variables.   
2.1 Global optimization 
Global optimization is the process of finding the global maximum or minimum (it will 
depend on the problem to be solved), inside a space ܵ. Formally, it could be defined as 
(Bäck, 1996): 
Definition 1. Given a function	݂ሺ	xሬԦ	ሻ ∶ 	Ω	 ⊆ 	ܵ	 = 	ℝ୬ → 	ℝ, Ω	 ≠ 	∅, for  xሬԦ 	 ∈ 	Ω the value ݂∗ ≜ ݂ሺ	xሬԦ∗ሻ 	> 	−∞ is named the global minimum if and only if 
 ∀	xሬԦ 	 ∈ 	Ω ∶ 	݂ሺ	xሬԦ∗ሻ 	൑ 	݂ሺ	xሬԦ	ሻ (1) 
This way,  xሬԦ is the global minimum, f (ݔԦ∗) is the objective function and the set Ω is the feasible 
region inside the set ܵ. The problem of determining the global minimum is called “problem of 
global optimization”. When the problem to optimize is mono-objective, the solution is unique. 
But this is not the case of multi-objective optimization problems (MOOP), they usually give 
a group of solutions that satisfy all objectives presented in vectors. Then, the decision maker 
(the human with this work) selects one or more of that vectors which represent acceptable 
solutions of the problem according to their own point of view (Coello et al., 2002). 
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2.2 General multi-objective optimization problem  
MOOP also called multi-criteria optimization, multi-performance or vector optimization 
problem, can be defined (in words) as the problem of finding  a vector of decision variables 
which satisfies constraints and optimizes a vector function whose elements represent the 
objective functions (Osyczka, 1985). These functions form a mathematical description of 
performance criteria which are usually in conflict with each other. Hence, the term 
“optimize” means finding such a solution which would give the values of all the objective 
functions acceptable to the decision maker (Coello, 2001). 
2.2.1 Decision variables 
Decision variables are numeric values, which should be selected in a problem of 
optimization. These variables are represented for ݔ௜ where ݅ = ͳ,ʹ, … , ݊. 
The vector of ݊ decision variables 	xሬԦ	 is represented by:  
 	xሬԦ = 	 ൦ݔଵݔଶڭݔ௡൪	 (2) 
2.2.2 Constraints 
Constraints imposed by the nature and environment of certain studied case, will be found in 
most of optimization problems. These conditions can be physical limitations, space or 
resistance obstacles, or restrictions in the time for the realization of a task, among others. So, 
certain solution is considered acceptable, if at least it satisfies these constraints. The 
constraints represent dependences between the parameters and the decision variables in the 
optimization problem. We can identify two different types of constraints; constraints of 
inequality: 
 g୧ሺxሬԦሻ ൑ Ͳ							i = ͳ,ʹ, … ,m (3) 
and the equality constraints:  
 h୧ሺxሬԦሻ = Ͳ						i = ͳ,ʹ, … , p (4) 
It is necessary to highlight that p should be smaller than n, because the number of equality 
constraints should be smaller than the number of decision variables, since if ݌ ൒ ݊ the 
problem is known as over constrained (Ramírez, 2007), and this means that will have more 
unknown variables than equations. Those constraints can be explicit (described by one 
algebraic expression), or implicit (in which case, an algorithm or method have to exist to 
calculate this constraints for any vector ݒԦሻ. 
2.2.3 Objective functions 
To know how good a solution is, it is necessary to have a criterion to evaluate it. This 
measure should be expressed as an algebraic function of the decision variables and it is 
known as objective function. It is possible that researches do not have this mathematical 
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model, so, at least it is needed to have some mechanisms to determine the quality of the 
solutions, which can vary depending on the problem. 
In many problems of the real world, objective functions are in conflict one to each other and 
even in the same problem some of them can be functions to minimize while the remaining 
ones have to be maximized. The vector of objective functions Ԧ݂ሺ	ݔԦ	ሻ	is defined as follow: 
 Ԧ݂ሺݔԦሻ = 	 ۏێێێ
ۍ Ԧ݂ଵሺݔԦሻԦ݂ଶሺݔԦሻڭԦ݂௞ሺݔԦሻےۑۑۑ
ې	 (5) 
The set where R denotes the real numbers by  ℝ୬ is called Euclidian space of n dimensions. 
For the multi-objective optimization problem are considered two Euclidian spaces: the one 
of the decisions variables and the one of the objective functions. Each point in the first space 
represents a solution and it can be mapped in the space of the objective functions and then 
the quality of each solution can be determined. The general MOOP can be formally defined 
as: 
Definition 2. Find the vector    xሬԦ∗ = [xଵ∗ , xଶ∗ , … , x୬∗ ]୘ which will satisfy the m inequality 
constraints: 
 g୧ሺxሬԦሻ ൑ Ͳ						i = ͳ,ʹ,… ,m (6) 
the p  equality constraints 
 h୧ሺxሬԦሻ = Ͳ						i = ͳ,ʹ, … , p (7)    
and will optimize the vector function 
 fԦሺxሬԦሻ = [fଵሺ	xሬԦ	ሻ, fଶሺ	xሬԦ	ሻ, … , f୩ሺ	xሬԦ	ሻ]୘	 (8) 
In other words, MOOP consists on determining the set of values for the decision variables xଵ∗ , xଶ∗ , … , x୬∗  which satisfy equations (6) and (7) and simultaneously optimize (8). Constraints 
given in (6) and (7) the feasible region of Ω and any point xሬԦ 	 ∈ 	Ω is a feasible solution. The 
vector of functions fԦሺxሬԦሻ  map the group of feasible solutions Ω to the group of feasible 
objective functions. The k objective functions in the vector  fԦሺxሬԦሻ represent the criterion that 
can be expressed in different units. The restrictions g୧ሺxሬԦሻ and h୧ሺxሬԦሻ represent constraints 
applied to the decision variables. The vector 	xሬԦ∗	represents the group of optimal solutions. 
2.3 Multi-objective optimization type of problems 
In the area of multi-objective problems, three variants could be found; the first of them 
consists on minimizing the whole set of objective functions, the second consists on 
maximizing them and the third one is a mixture of minimization and maximization of the 
objective functions.  
When we are in the third case, is very common that all the functions be transformed to their 
minimization version or maximization one, as it is preferred. So, the next equation can be 
used: 
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  max	ሺ f୧ሺxሬԦሻሻ = 	−minሺ − f୧ሺxሬԦሻሻ (9) 
In the same way, inequality constraints (6) can be transformed multiplying by -1 and 
changing the sign of the inequality as follows: 
   −g୧ሺxሬԦሻ ൒ Ͳ						i = ͳ,ʹ, … ,m (10) 
2.4 The ideal vector 
The ideal vector fԦ୧ is formed as  fԦ୧ = ൣfԦଵ, fԦଶ, ڮ , fԦ୩൧୘, where f୧denotes the optimal for the 
i-th objective function. If the objectives were not in conflict, then would exist a unique point xሬԦ (in the space of the decision variables), but this situation is very exceptional in the real 
world. 
The most accepted notion of optimum in the multi-objective environment was formulated 
by Francis Ysidro Edgeworth in 1881 and generalized after by Vilfredo Pareto in 1896.  
2.5 Pareto – optimality 
The concept of Pareto Optimum (also called Efficiency of Pareto, in honour of his discoverer, 
Vilfredo Pareto), is a concept of the economy with application in that discipline and in social 
sciences and engineering.  
According to Pareto, a specific situation X is superior or preferable to other situation Y 
when the pass from Y to X supposes an improvement for all the members of the society, 
or an improvement for some, without the other ones be harmed. In other words, in 
economy and political economy, the concept of “Optimum of Pareto” simply indicates a 
situation in which cannot improve the situation of somebody without making worse the 
others’ situation.  
As already was said, the concept was born in economics, but its scope covers any situation 
with more than one objective to optimize. 
Pareto optimality 
We say that a vector of decision variables  xሬԦ∗ ∈ 	ܵ  is Pareto optimal if there is not another  xሬԦ ∈ 	ܵ  such that   f୧ሺxሬԦሻ ൑ 	 f୧ሺxሬԦ∗ሻ		for all i = ͳ, … . k	and  f୨ሺxሬԦሻ < 	 f୨ሺxሬԦ∗ሻ		 for at least one j. In other 
words, this definition establishes    xሬԦ∗  is Pareto optimal if there no exists a feasible vector of 
decision variables ݔԦ ∈ 	ܵ which would decrease some criterion without causing a 
simultaneous increase in at least one other criterion. Unfortunately, this concept almost 
always gives not a single solution, but rather a set of solutions called the Pareto optimal set. 
The vectors  xሬԦ∗  corresponding to the solutions included in the Pareto optimal set are called 
non-dominated ones. The plot of the objective functions whose non-dominated vectors are 
in the Pareto optimal set that is called the Pareto front (Coello, 2011). 
2.6 Pareto dominance 
Formally, it is said that a vector ݑ = 	 [uଵ, uଶ, … , u୩]୘	   dominates a vector ݒ = 	 [vଵ, vଶ, … , v୩]୘ 
if and only if  ݑ is partially less than ݒ. In other words: 
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 ∀݅	 ∈ 	 ሼͳ,ʹ, … , ݇ሽ	, ݑ௜ ൑	ݒ௜ 	∧ 	∃݅	 ∈ 	 ሼͳ,ʹ, … , ݇ሽ ∶ 	 ݑ௜ <	ݒ௜ (11) 
And it is denoted by:   ݑሬԦ	 ݒԦ. 
Considering a MOOP fԦሺxሬԦሻ, then	the	Pareto	optimal	set	P∗ is defined as: 
     ࣪∗ =	 ൛ݔԦ 	∈ 	Ω	|		൓	∃		ݕԦ 	 ∈ 		Ω		fԦ	ሺݕԦሻ	 				fԦ	ሺݔԦሻ	ൟ (12) 
2.7 Pareto front 
The Pareto Front concept is defined formally as follow: 
Considering a MOOP fԦሺxሬԦሻ and a Pareto optimal set  ܲ∗; the Pareto Front  ࣪ℱ∗ is defined as 
 ࣪ℱ∗ =	 ൛ Ԧ݂ = 	 [ ଵ݂ሺݔԦሻ,			 ଶ݂ሺݔԦሻ, … , ௞݂ሺݔԦሻ]்		|		ݔԦ 	 ∈ 	࣪∗ൟ (13) 
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show some Pareto fronts for two objective functions (f1 and f2). In all 
mentioned figures, the front is the set of points marked with a line. Figure 1 for example, 
presents the case in which both objective functions are minimized.  
 
Fig. 1. Pareto front for the minimization of two objective functions (f1 and f2) 
 
Fig. 2. Pareto front for the minimization of f1 and the maximization of f2 
Figure 2 shows the Pareto front for the minimization of function f1 and the maximization of 
function f2. As the reader can see, the front is formed by the solutions that are bigger on f2 
but smaller on f1.   
In figure 3, it is presented the Pareto front for the maximization of the two objective 
functions. Here the solutions on the front are those with the biggest value on function f1 and 
the biggest value on f2 too. 
 
Fig. 3. Pareto front for the maximization of f1 and the maximization of f2 
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Fig. 4. Pareto front for the maximization of f1 and the minimization of f2 
Finally, figure 4 shows the shape of the Pareto front when f1 is maximized while f2 is 
minimized. In this figure it can be seen that the Pareto front is formed by solutions that 
exhibit a high fitness on f1 but low fitness on f2. 
Normally, it is impossible to find a mathematical expression that allows us to determine the 
whole set of points conforming the ࣪ℱ∗. To determine this group, usually are calculated the Ԧ݂ of an enough number of points in  Ω (feasible region). If the number of points calculated is 
appropriate, then can be determined which solutions are not dominated ones and this way 
the Pareto front can be obtained.  Not dominated solutions don't have any relationship to 
each other, on the fact they are members of the Pareto optimal. This set corresponds to the 
non dominated solutions that conform the Pareto front. 
According with the definition of Pareto optimal, to get the solutions, it is necessary to make 
a commitment among the functions, in other words, improving an objective will be reflected 
as the deterioration of another. This is one of the main concepts in multi-objective 
optimization.  The commitment is subjected to questions in some cases, maybe not in the 
totality of cases. But we could generate better results in terms of quality and smaller cost, 
only changing the formulation of the problem (Zeleny, 1997). 
2.8 Strong and weak Pareto dominance 
Besides the Pareto optimality concept, there are some other concepts very important in 
MOOP, two of them are called: weak Pareto dominance and strong Pareto dominance. A 
vector is a weak Pareto optimal if does not exist another vector in which all components in 
the objective functions space are better. Formally it can be defined as: A solution  xሬԦ∗ 	 ∈ 		Ω is 
a weakly not dominated solution if does not exist another solution  ݔԦ 	∈ 	Ω	|			f୧	ሺݔԦሻ < f୧	ሺݔԦ∗ሻ, 
for ݅ = ͳ,ʹ, … , ݇. 
The concept of strong Pareto dominance could be summarized as follows: A solution  xሬԦ∗ 	 ∈ 		Ω is a strongly not dominated solution if does not exist another solution ݔԦ 	∈	Ω	|			f୧	ሺݔԦሻ ൑ f୧	ሺݔԦ∗ሻ, for ݅ = ͳ,ʹ, … , ݇	and also exists at least a value  j	|	f୨	ሺݔԦሻ < f୨	ሺݔԦ∗ሻ 
3. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms 
Although apparently the only source of motivation for using evolutionary algorithms to 
solve multi-objective problems arises from a single source (Goldberg 1989), this field has 
become very wide in recent years. As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the 
parallel nature of evolutionary algorithms make them a tool with great potential when 
trying to find a group of solutions on an optimization problem.  
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This section will discuss the first multi-objective optimization algorithms (MOAs) used, 
passing from those that handle the problem as if it were a single objective problem, to those 
that make use of EDAs. EDAs are particularly important in this chapter, because towards 
the end of it, the problem of graph drawing is addresses by this type of metaheuristics.  
The field of both mono-objective and multi-objective optimization has been benefited from a 
significant number of classical techniques, but quantity of new techniques have been 
recently included. A particularly successful approach is the application of evolutionary 
computation. Because this chapter deals with the solution of multi-objective problems with 
heuristic tools, we will start describing the general operation of an evolutionary algorithm.  
An evolutionary algorithm begins with the creation (initialization) of a population of 
individuals (possible solutions to the problem) "Pt", usually created by a random procedure 
or knowledge-driven problem-information. Thereafter, the algorithm performs an iterative 
process that evaluates the quality of each individual in the population and starts a process of 
transformation of the current population by certain operators. The most common operators 
are selection, crossover, mutation and elitism. The iterative process stops when one or more 
predetermined criteria are met. Figure 5 shows the general procedure of an evolutionary 
algorithm. In this figure each apostrophe represents a new transformation of the current 
population, while “t” indicates the generation number. 
 
Fig. 5. General Evolutionary Optimization Procedure (Deb, 2008) 
 
Fig. 6. Classification of Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms 
An Evolutionary Optimization Procedure
t=0;
Initialization (Pt);
do
Evaluation(Pt);
Pt’ = Selection (Pt);
Pt’’ = Variation (Pt’);
Pt+1 = Elitism (Pt, Pt’’);
while (Termination(Pt,Pt+1));
MOEAs
Approaches 
that use 
aggregating 
functions
Other approaches 
not based on the 
notion of Pareto 
Optimum
Pareto based 
approaches
Weighted sum approach
Goal programming
Goal attainment
ε-constraint method 
Vega
Lexicographic ordering
Use of game theory
Using gender to identify objectives
Weighted min-max approach
A non-generational genetic algorithm
Multiple objective genetic algorithm
Non dominated sorting genetic algorithm
Niched Pareto genetic algorithm
*Other approaches
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Even though the evolutionary multi-objective optimization field is very young (less than 
twenty years), it is already considered as a well-established research and application area; 
according to Deb (Deb, 2008) there are hundreds of doctoral theses on this topic, and are 
dozens of books devoted to it too.  
Some of the reasons why evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have become so popular are: 
1. EAs do not require any derivative information 
2. EAs are relatively simple to implement 
3. EAs are flexible and have a wide-spread of applicability (Deb, 2008)  
Marler and Arora (Marler and Arora, 2004) propose a general classification of all multi-
objective optimization methods according to the decision maker (DM) intervention. These 
researchers distinguished the next categories: 
• Methods with a priori articulation of preferences 
• Methods with a posteriori articulation 
• Methods with no articulation of preferences.  
The first category focuses on those methods where the user (DM) can specify certain 
preferences since the beginning of the process; which may be articulated in terms of goals, 
levels of importance of the objective functions, etc. The second category refers to the group 
of methods that begin the search for the Pareto set without additional information, but as 
the search process progresses, the method has to be assisted by the introduction of some 
preferences provided by the DM. Finally, when the DM is not able to define specifically 
what he prefers, it is necessary to employ methods that do not require any articulation of 
preferences. These methods are those that make up the third category of Marler and Arora. 
For more details see (Marler and Arora, 2004).  
Speaking more specifically about multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), we can 
find another widely accepted classification. This classification groups them as follows:  
• Those algorithms that do not incorporate the concept of Pareto optimality in their 
selection mechanism. 
• Those algorithms that rely in the population according to whether an individual is 
dominated or not. 
Considering this last classification and the one used by Coello (Coello, 1999), main multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms can be grouped in the way shown in Figure 6. 
In this chapter we will use mainly the latter classification, because our interest is in those 
techniques that come from the evolutionary computation. Since explaining all the 
algorithms of the previous classification would be very extensive, we will focus on 
discussing only the most used of them. 
3.1 Approaches that use aggregative functions 
The most commonly used methods for solving multi-objective problems, also called “basic 
methods” (Miettinen, 2008) are those who handle problems as if they were single-objective 
problems. These methods consist on the transformation of the problem so that they can be 
solved by optimizing a single objective function. The tendency to transform a multi-
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objective problem to the form of a single-objective one, responds to the fact that single-
objective optimization techniques are better known than those that include optimization 
based on several functions. The intuitive nature of these techniques, besides the fact that 
GAs use scalar fitness, makes aggregative functions the first option for solving multi-
objective problems. Aggregative functions are combinations either linear or nonlinear of all 
objectives into a single one. Although there are some drawbacks in using arithmetic 
combinations of objectives, these techniques have been used extensively since the late 
sixties, when Rosenberg published his work (Rosenberg, 1967). Even though Rosenberg did 
not use a multi-objective technique, his work showed that it was feasible to use evolutionary 
search techniques to handle multi-objective problems. The two techniques that best 
represent this kind of approaches are: Weighted Sum Method and ε-Constraint Method.  
Readers interested on techniques in this group, can consult "A comprehensive Survey of 
Evolutionary-Based Multi-objective Techniques" (Coello, 1999). 
3.1.1 Weighted sum method 
The goal of this method is constituted by the sum of all objectives of the problem, using 
different coefficients for each one. The coefficients used represent the level of importance 
assigned to each of the objectives. So the optimization problem becomes a problem of scale 
optimization as follows: 
 minimize	∑ w୧f୧ሺxሬԦሻ୩୧ୀଵ  (14) 
Where wi ≥ 0 is the weighting coefficient that represents the relative importance of the i-th 
objective.  It is usually assumed that 
 ∑ ݓ௜ = ͳ௞௜ୀଵ  (15) 
The normalization above takes place because the results obtained by this technique may 
have significant variations to small changes in the coefficients and avoids that different 
magnitudes confuse the method. Very often it is need to perform a set of experiments before 
determining the best combination of weights. When the decision maker has some a priori 
knowledge about the problem, it is feasible and beneficial to introduce this information in 
modelling. At the end of the process is the decision maker the one who should make the 
most appropriate solution according to his experience and intuition. There are several 
variations of this method, for example, adding constant multipliers to scale objectives in a 
better way. This was the first method used for the generation of non inferior solutions for 
multi-objective optimization (Coello 1998), perhaps because it was implied by Kuhn and 
Tucker in their seminar work on numerical optimization (Kuhn and Tucker, 1951). 
Computationally speaking, this method is efficient and it has proven to have the ability of 
generating non-dominated solutions which are often used as a starting point for other 
techniques; nevertheless, its main drawback is the enormous complexity to determine the 
appropriate weights when there is no information about the problem. In the case that there 
is no information about the problem, the literature suggests using simple linear 
combinations of the objectives to adjust the weights iteratively. In general this technique is 
not suitable in the presence of search spaces non-convex (Ritzel et al., 1994), because the 
alteration of the weights can produce jumps between several vertex, leaving undetected 
intermediate solutions.  
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3.1.2 ε-constraint method 
The operating principle of this method is to optimize only one objective at a time, leaving 
the rest of them as constraints that must be limited by certain permitted levels εj. The 
objective that is optimized, is the one considered as the principal or most important f1. εj 
levels are then altered to generate the Pareto optimal entire set. This method can be 
formulated as follows: 
   minimize	 ௟݂ሺݔԦሻ (16) 
       ݏݑܾ݆݁ܿݐ	ݐ݋	 ௝݂ሺݔԦሻ ൑ ߝ௝ 	݂݋ݎ	݈݈ܽ	݆ = ͳ,… , ݇, ݆ ≠ ݈ (17) 
where l∈ {1,….,k} and εj are upper bounds for the objectives (j≠ l). The search stops when the 
decision maker finds a satisfactory solution. This method was introduced by Haimes et al in 
(Haimes et al., 1971). It is possible that this procedure should be repeated for different 
values of the index l. In order to obtain a set of appropriate values of εj is very common to 
use independent GAs or other techniques for optimizing each objective function. The main 
weakness of this method is related to its huge consumption of time, however, its relative 
ease, has made it very popular especially in the community of GAs. 
3.2 Other approaches not based on the notion of Pareto optimum 
Although techniques mentioned in the previous sub-section have proven to be useful for 
solving multi-objective optimization problems, we must not forget that they do it as if it 
were a problem with a single objective. The search for other alternatives resulted in the 
development of the techniques in the second category according to Figure 6. Techniques in 
this category introduced two very important elements: the use the populations and the use 
of special handling of objectives. To illustrate this group of techniques, the Vector Evaluated 
Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) and the lexicographic ordering are going to be discussed. VEGA 
is so important because it was the first GA used as a tool for solving MOOP. On the other 
hand, during the decade of the 80's and early 90's, the MOEAs were characterized by the use 
of aggregative techniques (already discussed), target vector optimization and lexicographic 
ordering; so, it would be illustrative to review this last one. 
3.2.1 Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA)  
The first multi-objective genetic algorithm was implemented by Schaffer (Schaffer, 1984), 
and it was inspired on the “simple GA” (SGA). After making some modifications to the first 
implementation, Schaffer named it “Vector Evaluated Genet Algorithm” (Schaffer, 1985). 
Schaffer proposed the creation of one sub-population per each objective function of the 
problem on each generation of the algorithm. So, assuming a population size of N for a 
problem with k objective functions, k subsets (sub-populations) of size N/k should be 
generated; then the k sub-populations must be shuffled together to obtain the new 
population of size N. Finally, the GA will apply classical operators. Figure 7 shows the 
selection scheme of VEGA. 
The main weakness of this algorithm comes from the fact that it promotes the conservation 
of solutions with very good performance in only one of the k objectives of the problem, by 
eliminating the solutions that have what Schaffer called "middling" performance (acceptable 
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performance in all objective functions). The problem mentioned is known in genetics like 
“speciation”, and it is obviously undesirable in solving multi-objective problems because it 
goes against the goal of finding compromise solutions. 
In more general terms, the performance of this method is compared with the linear 
combination of objectives, where the weights depend on the distribution of the population 
in each generation as demonstrated by Richardson et al (Richardson et al., 1989). Therefore 
this technique has not the ability to produce Pareto optimal solutions in the presence of non-
convex search spaces. 
 
Fig. 7. Scheme of VEGA selection 
3.2.2 Lexicographic ordering  
This method, which is commonly grouped with the methods that articulate some 
preferences a priori according with the Marler and Arora’s classification (Marler and Arora, 
2004), or the named as a priori methods (Miettinen, 2008), begins with the arrangement of all 
objective functions according to their relative importance. Subsequently, the most important 
objective function is minimized subject to the original constraints. Then, we formulate a 
similar problem with the second most important objective function and an extra restriction. 
This procedure is repeated until the k objectives have been considered.  The first problem to 
be solved, assuming that f1 is the most important objective, has the following form: 
 minimize	 ଵ݂ሺݔԦሻ (18) 
      ݏݑܾ݆݁ܿݐ	ݐ݋:			݃௝ሺݔԦሻ ൑ Ͳ			݆ = ͳ,ʹ… ,݉ (19) 
By solving (5) and (6), we obtain ݔଵሬሬሬሬԦ∗ and f1*=f(ݔଵሬሬሬሬԦ∗), and then, the next problem is formulated:  
 minimize	 ଶ݂ሺݔԦሻ (20) 
     ݏݑܾ݆݁ܿݐ	ݐ݋:			݃௝ሺݔԦሻ ൑ Ͳ			݆ = ͳ,ʹ… ,݉ (21) 
 			 ଵ݂ሺݔԦሻ = ଵ݂∗ (22) 
Once the problem in (7), (8) and (9) is solved, ݔଶሬሬሬሬԦ∗ and f2*=f(ݔଶሬሬሬሬԦ∗) are obtained. This procedure 
is then repeated over and over, until all objective functions have been taken into account. 
The final solution obtained ݔ௞ሬሬሬሬԦ∗ is considered the best solution of the problem.  
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The greatest strength of this method lies in its simplicity, and its greatest weakness comes 
from the high level of dependence of their performance with the order of importance chosen 
for each objective function. Because this method takes into account one objective at a time, it 
tends to promote only certain goals, when there are others in the problem, making the 
process to converge to a particular area of the Pareto front. 
3.3 Pareto based approaches 
As the reader may have observed, all techniques discussed so far produce Pareto front 
members implicitly, because they do not use the Pareto-optimality concept as a search 
mechanism, nevertheless there are also a set of methods that employ the definition of 
Pareto-optimality to conduct the search for solutions. In 1989 Goldberg suggested the use of 
a fitness function based on the concept of Pareto-optimality to deal with the problem of 
speciation identified by Schaffler. Goldberg's proposal was to find the set of individuals that 
are Pareto non-dominated by the rest of the population and assign them the rank 1, then 
removing them from contention, and then find a new set of non-dominated individuals and 
rank them as 2, and so forth. This technique is named Pareto ranking.  
The main weakness of this method is that there is not yet an efficient algorithm to check 
non-dominance in a set of feasible solutions (Coello, 1996). As the size of population and the 
number of objective functions grow up, efficiency of algorithms is worse; however, Pareto 
ranking is the most appropriate method to generate an entire Pareto front in a single run of 
the GA (Coello, 1999). Several algorithms that use Pareto based approaches have been 
developed; next subsections will discuss some of them.  
3.3.1 Multiple Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) 
A scheme in which the rank of an individual depends on the number of individuals from a 
certain population, by which it is dominated, was proposed by Fonseca and Fleming 
(Fonseca and Fleming, 1993). For example, lets suppose generation t, all non-dominated 
individuals are assigned rank 1, while dominated ones are assigned a rank of (1+pi(t)) where 
pi(t) is the number of solutions that dominates the solution xi. The individual xi in the 
generation t, can be assigned the next rank. 
 	ݎܽ݊݇ሺݔ௜ , ݐሻ = ͳ + ݌௜ሺ௧ሻ		 (23) 
Fitness assignment is performed in the following way (Fonseca and Fleming, 1993). 
1. Population is sort by the assigned rank 
2. Fitness is assigned to individuals by interpolating from the best (rank 1) to the worst 
(rank n). Interpolation is usually linear but it can be non linear. 
3. The fitness of individuals with the same rank is averaged, so all of them will be 
sampled at the same rate. 
A potential weakness of this algorithm is the premature convergence produced by a large 
selection pressure because of blocked selected fitness (Goldberg and Deb, 1991). To avoid 
this, Fonseca and Fleming used niche-formation method to distribute the population over 
the Pareto-optimal region; however instead of performing sharing on the parameters values, 
they used sharing on the objective function values.  
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This algorithm has been widely accepted and used because of its efficiency and relatively 
easy implementation. As other Pareto ranking techniques, this algorithm is highly 
dependent of an appropriate selection of the sharing factor, but Fonseca and Fleming 
developed a methodology to compute this factor for their approach (Fonseca and Fleming, 
1993). 
3.3.2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) 
The NSGA was proposed by Srinivas and Deb (Srinivas and Deb, 1993). This method is 
characterized in that the fitness assignment is performed by a rank of dominance. It does not 
work with a functional value, but with a dummy fitness.   
In the first step of this method, the population is ranked based on non-domination. All non-
dominated individuals are put into a category with a dummy fitness proportional to 
population size. Then, this group of classified individuals is ignored and another layer of 
non-dominated individuals is considered. This process continues until all individuals in the 
population have been classified. Because individuals of the first front have the highest value 
of fitness, they will be copied more times than the rest of the population. This method 
allows the search of non-dominated regions with quick convergence results. The efficiency 
of this method lies in the way a group of objectives is replaced by a dummy function using a 
non-dominated sorting procedure. According with Srinivas and Deb, with this approach 
maximization and minimization with any number of objectives can be handled (Srinivas 
and Deb, 1994). Among other researchers, Coello has reported that this approach is less 
efficient than the MOGA, and more sensitive to the value of the sharing factor. 
3.3.3 Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA) 
A tournament selection scheme based on Pareto dominance was proposed by Horn and 
Nafpliotis (Horn and Nafpliotis, 1993). The main idea of this approach is to use tournament 
selection based on Pareto dominance with respect to a subset of the population (typically 
around 10 individuals). In case of ties (when both competitors were either dominated or 
non-dominated), the decision is made by fitness sharing in both, fitness function space and 
in the decision variables space.  
3.4 Other approaches 
Evolutionary algorithms have proved to be very efficient in solving several multi-objective 
optimization problems, because they have good ability of global exploration and fast 
convergence speed, all due to the use of nature-inspired operators (crossover, mutation, 
selection). However, they also have been criticized for the little use made of the information 
about the problem, the high random component they possess and the large number of 
evaluations of the problem they use. Some of these problems are being addressed through 
proposals such as EDAs and Scatter Search, in which operators are deterministic or employ 
techniques that reduce the number of evaluations.  
Another recent trend to address the weaknesses of evolutionary algorithms is combining 
them with classical optimization methods or other metaheuristics. This type of technique 
has been used successfully in single-objective optimization, leading to what is called 
“memetic algorithms” (Moscato, 1999).  
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In this section, the general idea behind the EDA is discuss, because it is the technique used 
in solving the problem of drawing graphs. Section 4.2 of this chapter describes the used 
algorithm called "Hybrid multi-objective optimization estimation of distribution algorithm". This 
algorithm is a hybridized EDA with Hill Climbing.  
The main idea behind EDAs is to use the probability distribution of the population in the 
reproduction of the new offspring. EDAs are a natural outgrowth of GA in which statistical 
information of the population is used to build a probability distribution. Then, this 
distribution is used to generate new individuals by sampling. Because probability 
distribution replaces Darwinian operators, this kind of algorithm is classified as non-
Darwinian evolutionary algorithm.  
The general procedure of the EDA can be sketched as shown in figure 8. 
 
Fig. 8. Estimation of the Distribution Algorithm (Talbi, 2009) 
EDAs are classified according to the level of variable-interaction they use in their 
probabilistic model: 
• Univariate: This class of EDAs suppose that there is not interaction among problem-
variables. 
• Bivariate: This class of EDAs suppose that there is interaction between two variables. 
• Multivariate: In this class of EDAs, the probabilistic distribution models the interaction 
among more than two variables. 
Although initially EDAs were intended for combinatorial optimization, now they have been 
extended to the continuous domain. Nowadays the application field of EDAs not only 
addresses mono-objective optimization issues, but it has been created a discipline related to 
their application on multi-objective problems. The group of EDAs applied to multi-objective 
optimization is called “multi-objective optimization EDAs” (MOEDAs) (Marti, 2008). Most of 
the actual MOEAs are modified single-objective EDAs whose fitness assignments are 
replaced by multi-objective assignments. 
According to some researchers, there are several aspects that are crucial in the 
implementation of multi-objective solutions when MOEDAs are used; some of them are:  
• Fitness assignment: Since several objectives have to be taken into account; this aspect is 
very important and more complex than in single-objective optimization. 
• Diversity preservation: In order to reach a good coverage of the Pareto front, population 
diversity is critical. 
Template of the EDA algorithm
t=1
Generate randomly a population of n individuals
Initialize a probability model Q(x)
While Termination criteria are not met Do
Create a population of n individuals by sampling from Q(x)
Evaluate the objective function for each individual
Select m individuals according to a selection method
Update the probabilistic model Q(x) using selected population and f() values
t=t+1
End While
Output: Best found solution or set of solutions
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• Elitism: Elitism is the mechanism used to preserve non dominated solution through 
successive generations of the algorithm. 
With these aspects in mind, next section will discuss the implementation of the proposed 
solution to the graph drawing problem.  
4. An application of a multi-objective optimization hybrid estimation of 
distribution algorithm for graph drawing problem  
Graph drawing problems are a particular class of combinatorial optimization problems 
whose goal is to find plane layout of an input graph in such a way that certain objective 
functions are optimized. A large number of relevant problems in different domains can be 
formulated as graph layout problems. Among these problems are optimization of networks 
for parallel computer architectures, VLSI circuit design, information retrieval, numerical 
analysis, computational biology, graph theory, graphical model visualization, scheduling 
and archaeology. Most interesting graph drawing problems are NP-hard and their 
decisional versions are NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1983), but, for most of their 
applications, feasible solutions with an almost optimal cost are sufficient. As a consequence, 
approximation algorithms and effective heuristics are welcome in practice (Díaz et al., 2002). 
Visualization of complex conceptual structures is a support tool used on several engineering 
and scientific applications. A graph is an abstract structure used to model information. 
Graphs are used to represent information that can be modeled as connections between 
variables, and so, to draw graphs to put information in an understandable way. The 
usefulness of graphs visualization systems depends on how easy is to catch its meaning, and 
how fast and clear is to interpret it. This characteristic can be expressed through of aesthetic 
criteria (Sugiyama, 2002) as the edges’ crossing minimization, the reduction of drawing area 
and the minimization of aspect ratio, the minimization of the maximum length of an edge, 
among others.  
In our approach the three first objectives are used and we can make a multi-objective 
optimization formulation for the graph drawing problem.  On the one hand, to enhance the 
legibility of the graph drawing is very important to keep as low as possible the number of 
crosses, as well as to keep a good aspect ratio in the draw. Another point is to maintain 
symmetric the drawing region (same drawing height and width). It is very desirable too, to 
keep the drawing area small. This last requirement avoids the waste of screen space. These 
objectives are in conflict with each other. To reach the minimum crossing edges in the graph 
drawing is frequently needed a bigger area. At the same time, for minimizing the aspect 
ratio of the graph is needed to draw the nodes in a symmetrically delimited region. The 
reduction of the used area increases the number of crosses because as closer the edges are, 
there is less space to do the crossing edges minimization. Besides, area reduction of the 
sketching also affects the symmetrical delimitation of the region used by the graph. The 
aspect ratio minimization is affected by the crossing edges minimization due that just to get 
a node outside the defined area contributes to the imbalance of the symmetry reached until 
that moment. So, the reduction of the drawing area affects directly the aspect ratio of the 
graph because generally this kind of reduction is not symmetric. A first approach of the 
multi-objective optimization problem for these three objectives for graph drawing could be 
found in (Enriquez et al., 2011). 
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4.1 Formulation of the multi-objective optimization for graph drawing problem 
At the beginning, we have a graph given by its edges, that is, a pair of vertices. To each 
vertex is assigned a pair of coordinates. All coordinates of the vertices of the graph are 
randomly generated in the cartesian plane. If any two vertices have the same coordinates 
then new coordinates are randomly generated for one of them. The candidate solution is 
represented as a vector of pairs of coordinates. The input information, i.e., the list of edges of 
the graph is used by the algorithm to draw the edges in the best manner in order to fulfill a 
tradeoff between all considered objective functions.  
In this chapter the following in conflict objectives have been considered: 
• Minimization of the number of crossing edges in the graph: The total number of 
crossing edges of the graph has to be minimized (f1). 
• Minimization of the graph area: to minimize the total space used by the graph (f2). 
• Minimization of the graph aspect ratio: the graph has to be visualized in an 
approximate square area (f3). 
The vector of the objective functions is denoted by F=(f1,f2,f3). The first function f1 is 
calculated as follows: 
To draw a line between two vertices,	vଵሺxଵ, yଵሻ		and 		vଶሺxଶ, yଶሻ		we use the following 
equation: 
 y − yଵ = ୷మି୷భ୶మି୶భ ሺx − xଵሻ (24) 
and solve the equation system for knowing if the two lines corresponding to edges have an 
intersection point. The function f1 sums the number of intersection points between edges of 
this drawing. 
 aଵx + bଵy = cଵ (25) 
 aଶx + bଶy = cଶ (26) 
The second function f2 is defined as the area of the rectangle containing the graph drawing. 
The following formula is used: 
 S = ሺx୫ୟ୶ − x୫୧୬ሻ ∙ ሺy୫ୟ୶ − y୫୧୬ሻ (27) 
where x୫୧୬and x୫ୟ୶	are the least and greatest values on the abscise axis, and y୫୧୬ and y୫ୟ୶ 
are the least and greatest values on the vertical axis. S is the value of the function f2. 
Finally, the f3 function is obtained as a ratio of ሺx୫ୟ୶ − x୫୧୬ሻ on ሺy୫ୟ୶ − y୫୧୬ሻ or vice versa, 
depending on which was the least. f3 is the value of this ratio, and it is knowing as aspect 
ratio. 
We use the Pareto front approach for the multi-objective optimization problem (Coello and 
López, 2009), (Deb, 2001) and we give the final Pareto front and also give as more 
promissory solution, that solution closest to the origin, because it resumes all objective 
tradeoffs. The distance to origin is calculated evaluating the Euclidean distance using the 
standardized values of the objectives of the problem.   
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4.2 Hybrid multi-objective optimization estimation of distribution algorithm 
This section presents a description of the components of the proposed algorithm, which is 
built of three main components. One of them the Univariate Marginal Distribution 
Algorithm (UMDA) (Mühlenbein et al., 1998) adapted for multi-objective optimization 
problems is used for exploration of the search space, and the second component the 
Random Mutation Hill Climbing (RMHC) algorithm is used for the exploitation. Finally, a 
component for calculating the Pareto front is used. 
The pseudocode of the multi-objective optimization evolutionary hill climbing estimation of 
distribution algorithm (MOEA-HCEDA) is as shows in figure 9. 
 
Fig. 9. Pseudocode of MOEA-HCEDA 
 
Fig. 10. Pseudocode of RMHC 
ParetoInitialPopulation( ): In the first step a random population with size 2*size of 
population is generated. After that, the first Pareto front is obtained using the dominance 
solution. The first approximated Pareto front is saved in D଴. 
RandomMutationHillClimbing( ): In Random Mutation Hill Climbing (Mitchell et al., 1994), 
a string is chosen randomly and its fitness is evaluated. The string solution is mutated 
randomly choosing a single locus, and the new solution is evaluated. If mutation leads to an 
equal or higher fitness, the new string solution replaces the old. This procedure is iterated 
until the optimum has been found or a maximum number of function evaluations have been 
performed. The algorithm RMHC works as figure 10 shows.  
CalculateParetoPopulation( ): In the first step, the last approximated Pareto front saved in D୪ିଵ is joined with the recently generated population and saved in D୪. In the second step the 
new approximated Pareto front is calculated from D୪ିଵ ∪ D୪.  The new approximated Pareto 
front is saved in D୪ିଵ. 
MOEA-HCEDA
Pseudocode MOEA-HCEDA
ParetoInitialPopulation( );
Repeat for  ι = 1, 2, . . . until stop criterion is verified.
Obtain estimate of joint probability distribution 
Sample M individuals (new population) from 
RandomMutationHillClimbing_RMHC( );
CalculateParetoPopulation();
End repeat 
End MOEA-HCEDA
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RMHC
Pseudocode RandomMutationHillClimbing_RMHC
Choose a binary string at random. Call this string best-evaluated solution.
Mutate a bit chosen a random in best-evaluated.
Compute the fitness of the mutated string. If the fitness is greater than the 
fitness of the best-evaluated, then set the best-evaluated to the mutated 
string.
If the maximum number of function evaluations has been performed return the 
best evaluated, otherwise, go to step 2.
End RandomMutationHillClimbing_RMHC
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UMDA is a particular case of EDAs, introduced by Mühlenbein (Mühlenbein et al., 1998), 
where the variables are totally independent. The n-dimensional joint probability is a product 
of n univariate probability distributions (Larrañaga & Lozano, 2002). 
Example:  
 ݌௟ሺݔሻ = ∏ ݌௟ሺݔ௜ሻ௡௜ୀଵ  (28) 
The joint probability distribution of each generation is estimated using the individuals 
)(xpl selected. The joint probability distribution factorizes as the product of independent 
univariate distributions. 
4.3 Dominance index to evaluate solutions in Pareto front 
This section describes how to define a measure of quality (dominance index) for each 
solution stored in the Pareto front. The objective of this dominance index is to order the 
elements of the Pareto front. 
Definition. Dominance index of a solution xሬԦ: Let ୰࣪, ୱ࣪ be two approximate Pareto fronts and 
let rሺ ୰࣪ሻ be the number of elements of ୰࣪ and sሺ ୱ࣪ሻ the number of elements of ୱ࣪. The 
dominance index of a solution xሬԦ is defined as the number of times nሺxሬԦሻ that a solution xሬԦ୰ ∈ ୰࣪ dominates solutions xሬԦୱ ∈ ୱ࣪, divided by sሺ ୱ࣪ሻ. 
4.4 Quality index to evaluate Pareto front performance 
Based on the definition of dominance index of a solution xሬԦ, the quality index of Pareto front 
is constructed. Given two Pareto fronts, a relative evaluation of the first front ୰࣪  with 
respect to the second ୱ࣪  can be given as follows: 
Let  xሬԦ୧ሺ୰ሻ be one solution of the first Pareto front and let  n୧ = nሺxሬԦ୧ሺ୰ሻሻ  be the number of times xሬԦ୧ሺ୰ሻ dominates elements of the second Pareto front ୱ࣪. To normalize this quantity in the 
dominance index definition, it is divided by the number of solutions of the second front sሺ ୱ࣪ሻ. The quantity obtained is the quality index to evaluate the solution xሬԦ୧ሺ୰ሻ.  
Definition. Quality Index of the first Pareto front with respect to the second: Let now ∑n୧ be 
the sum of the number of times all the solutions of the first Pareto front dominate the 
solutions of the second front. To normalize this quantity, it is divided by the number of 
solutions in ୰࣪ front. This last quantity can be considered a relative quality index of the first 
Pareto front with respect to the second. 
4.5 Experimental design 
In a previous paper a factorial experiment was performed (Enriquez et al., 2011) where the 
best combination of factors found was: number of generations equal to 500 and population 
size equal to 150. These parameters were the ones that reached the best results of the 
algorithm. Seven graphs were selected from the papers (Rossete, 2000),(Branke, et al., 
1997),(Eleoranta and Mäkinen, 2001), (Hobbs and Rodgers, 1998), (Rossete and Ochoa, 1998) 
to use them as benchmarks, but only the results of the composite graph (Enriquez et al., 
2010) is commented in this chapter because this graph is the biggest one. It is a no planar 
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graph with a total of 40 vertices and 69 edges. A total of ten runs for the combination of 
factors (500,150) were executed, each run has an output that is an approximation to the 
Pareto Front. The evaluation of the convergence to the Pareto front was performed with the 
quality index. 
4.6 Results and discussion 
The results of this experiment appear on table 1, figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17. Table 1 
shows the best graphs obtained for ten repetitions of MOEA-HCEDA algorithm. For each of 
the best solution, the table shows run, graph number, total number of edges intersected, 
area size and aspect ratio. A distance to origin is used to evaluate the best solution obtained 
on each repetition. This distance is calculated evaluating the Euclidean distance using the 
standardized values of the three objectives of the problem. The optimal Pareto value is 
obtained in the graph 267 of the 5th repetition. The results show the average number 
crossing is 16.1, average area is 106318.6, and average aspect ratio is 1.0632. 
 
Table 1. Best solution on each run 
Figure 11 shows the average for ten runs of the Pareto front quality index printed on each 
generation of the algorithm, a convergent curve is showed. The results of the experiments 
showed that the algorithm converges to an optimal Pareto front.  
Figures 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 show the evolution of graphs corresponding to run 5. 
Figure 12 shows the graph 16 of the generation 1. This graph has 412 edges crossing, 285270 
total area and 1.01698 aspect ratio.  Figure 13 shows the graph 2555 in the generation 100. 
This graph is better than the graph 16 because the edges crossing  decrease to 29, total area 
decreases to 116620 and aspect ratio decreases to 1.0088. Figure 14 shows the graph 5822 of 
the generation 200. This graph is better in two objectives compared to 16th and 2555th graphs 
because the edges crossing  decrease to 24, total area decreases to 110500 but the aspect ratio 
 Objective Functions 
RUN 
GRAPH 
NUMBER
NCROSS AREA 
ASPECT 
RATIO
DISTANCE TO 
ORIGIN 
1 55 17 106446 1.079617834 0.679992707 
2 115 18 89951 1.04778157 0.489841704 
3 130 22 111132 1.058641975 0.702735094 
4 230 10 128520 1.111764706 0.465940815 
5 267 9 91506 1.003311258 0.343328661 
6 303 12 155298 1.185082873 0.815347591 
7 317 18 79520 1.014285714 0.368875792 
8 420 16 93852 1.063973064 0.458813972 
9 500 22 101661 1.064724919 0.559167084 
10 520 17 105300 1.00308642 0.44348268 
Total Average: 16.1 106318.6 1.063227033 
The best solution obtained 
RUN 
GRAPH 
NUMBER
NCROSS AREA 
ASPECT 
RATIO 
DISTANCE TO 
ORIGIN 
5 267 9 91506 1.0033113 0.343328661 
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increases to 1.0461. Figure 15 shows the graph 10028 of the generation 300. This graph is 
better in two objectives than the other three graphs because the edges crossing  decrease to 
14, total area decreases to 109525 and the aspect ratio newly decreases to 1.0369. Figure 16 
shows the graph 13924 of the generation 400. This graph is better in two objectives than the 
other  four graphs because the total area decreases to 102700 and the aspect ratio decreases 
to 1.0284, the edges crossing  is manteined in 14 crosses.  Figure 17 shows the graph 17470 of 
the generation 500. This graph is the best in all objectives because the edges crossing 
decreases to 9, total area decrease to 91506 and aspect ratio decreases to 1.0033. 
 
Fig. 11. Quality index for Pareto front comparison. 
 
Fig. 12. Generation 1, graph 16. 
 
Fig. 13. Generation 100, graph 2555 
 
Fig. 14. Generation 200, graph 5822. 
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Fig. 15. Generation 300, graph 10028. 
 
Fig. 16. Generation 400, graph 13924. 
 
Fig. 17. Generation 500, graph 17470 
4.7 Conclusions and future work 
The main contributions of this application is the test of the hybrid MOEA-HCEDA 
algorithm and the quality index based on the Pareto front used in the graph drawing 
problem. The Pareto front quality index obtained on each generation of the algorithm 
showed a convergent curve. The results of the experiments showed that the algorithm 
converges. A graphical user interface was constructed providing users with a tool for a 
friendly and easy to use graphs display. The automatic drawing of optimized graphs makes 
it easier for the user to compare results appearing in separate windows, giving the user the 
opportunity to choose the graph design which best fits their needs. 
To continue this research, the hybridization MOEA-HCEDA with others algorithms, for 
example using other types of EDAs is a next objective. The testing of the algorithms using 
others more complex benchmarks and, the comparison of the results between different 
variants is a very challenging and interesting task for future work.  The graphical 
presentation can be friendlier and dispose other facilities as, for example, the printing of the 
results. 
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5. Future directions for research 
Although there are many versions of evolutionary algorithms that are tailored to multi-
objective optimization, theoretical results are apparently not yet available. Rudolph (1999) 
has shown that results known from the theory of evolutionary algorithms in case of single 
objective optimization do not carry over to the multi-objective case. 
Assuming that the evolutionary algorithms are Markov processes, and that the fitness 
functions are partially ordered, Rudolph presented some theoretical results about the 
convergence of multi objective algorithms. In particular some properties of the operators 
have to be checked to establish the algorithm convergence. This theoretical analysis shows 
that a special version of an evolutionary algorithm converges with probability 1 to the 
Pareto set for the test problem under consideration, but this tools are not used frequently.  
Although, there exist a number of multi-objective GA implementations and there exist a 
number of GA applications to multi-objective optimization problems, there not exists 
systematic study to speculate what problem features may cause a multi-objective GA to face 
difficulties. The systematic testing in a controlled manner on various aspects of problem 
difficulties is not so deeply addressed. Specifically, multi-modal multi-objective problems, 
deceptive multi-objective problems, multi-objective problems having convex, non-convex, 
and discrete Pareto-optima fronts, and non-uniformly represented Pareto-optimal fronts are 
not presented and systematically analyzed.  
Although some studies have compared different GA implementations (Zitzler and Thiele, 
1998), they all have presented a specific problem without an analysis about the complexity 
of the test problems. The test functions suggested until now in the literature provide various 
degrees of complexity but are not enough. The construction of test problems has been done 
without enough knowledge of how multi-objective GAs work. Thus, it will be worthwhile to 
investigate how existing multi-objective GA implementations work in the context of 
different test problems. It is intuitive that as the number of objectives increase, the Pareto-
optimal region is represented by multi-dimensional surfaces. With more objectives, multi-
objective GAs must have to maintain more diverse solutions in the non-dominated front in 
each iteration. Whether GAs are able to find and maintain diverse solutions, as demanded 
by the search space of the problem with many objectives would be a matter of interesting 
study. Whether population size alone can solve this scalability issue or a major structural 
change (implementing a better niching method) is imminent would be the outcome of such 
a study. Constraints can introduce additional complexity in the search space by inducing 
infeasible regions in the search space, thereby obstructing the progress of an algorithm 
towards the global Pareto-optimal front. Thus, creation of constrained test problems is an 
interesting area which should get emphasis in the near future. With the development of 
such complex test problems, there is also a need to develop efficient constraint handling 
techniques that would be able to help GAs to overcome hurdles caused by constraints. Some 
such methods are in progress in the context of single-objective GAs and with proper 
implementations they should also work in multi-objective GAs. Most multi-objective GAs 
that exist to date, work with the non-domination principle. It is a question if all solutions in 
a non-dominated set need not be members of the true Pareto optimal front, although some 
of them could be. This means that all non-dominated solutions found by a multi-objective 
optimization algorithm may not necessarily be Pareto-optimal solutions. Thus, while 
working with such algorithms, it is wise to check the Pareto-optimality of each of such 
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solutions (by perturbing the solution locally or by using weighted-sum single-objective 
methods originating from these solutions). In this regard, it would be interesting to 
introduce special features (such as elitism, mutation, or other diversity-preserving 
operators), the presence of which may help us to prove convergence of a GA population to 
the global Pareto-optimal front. Some such proofs exist for single-objective GAs (Davis and 
Principe, 1991; Rudolph, 1994) and a similar proof may also be attempted for multi-objective 
GAs. Elitism is a useful and popular mechanism used in single-objective GAs. Elitism 
ensures that the best solutions in each generation will not be lost. They are directly carried 
over from one generation to the next and what is important is that these good solutions get a 
chance to participate in recombination with other solutions in the hope of creating better 
solutions. In the context of single-objective optimization, there is only one best solution in a 
population. But in multi-objective optimization, all non-dominated solutions of the first 
level are the best solutions in the population. There is no way to distinguish one solution 
from the other in the non-dominated set. Then if we like to introduce elitism in multi-
objective GAs, should we carry over all solutions in the first non-dominated set to the next 
generation! This may mean copying many good solutions from one generation to the next, a 
process which may lead to premature convergence to non-Pareto-optimal solutions. How 
elitism should be defined in this context is an interesting research topic. In this context, an 
issue related to comparison of two populations also raises some interesting questions.  
There are two goals in a multi-objective optimization—convergence to the true Pareto-
optimal front and maintenance of diversity among Pareto-optimal solutions. A multi-
objective GA may have found a population which has many Pareto-optimal solutions, but 
with less diversity among them. How would such a population be compared with respect to 
another which has a fewer number of Pareto-optimal solutions but with wide diversity? The 
practitioners of multi-objective GAs must have to settle for an answer for these questions 
before they would be able to compare different GA implementations or before they would 
be able to mimic operators in other single-objective GAs, such as CHC (Eshelman, 1990) or 
steady-state GAs (Syswerda, 1989). As it is often suggested and used in single-objective 
GAs, a hybrid strategy of either implementing problem-specific knowledge in GA operators 
or using a two-stage optimization process of first finding good solutions with GAs and then 
improving these good solutions with a domain-specific algorithm would make multi-
objective optimization much faster than GAs alone.  
Test functions test an algorithm’s capability to overcome a specific aspect that a real-world 
problem may have. In this respect, an algorithm which can overcome more aspects of problem 
difficulty is naturally a better algorithm. This is precisely the reason why so much effort is 
spent on doing research in test function development. As it is important to develop better 
algorithms by applying them on test problems with known complexity, it is also equally 
important that the algorithms are tested in real-world problems with unknown complexity. 
Fortunately, most interesting engineering design problems are naturally posed as finding 
trade-offs among a number of objectives. Among them, cost and reliability are two objectives 
which are often the priorities of designers. This is because, often in a design, a solution which 
is less costly is likely to be less reliable and vice versa. In handling such real-world applications 
using single-objective GAs, often, an artificial scenario is created. Only one objective is retained 
and all other objectives are used as constraints. For example, if cost is retained as an objective, 
then an extra constraint restricting the reliability to be greater than 0.9 (or some other value) is 
used. With the availability of efficient multi-objective GAs, there is no need to have such 
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artificial constraints (which are, in some sense, user-dependent). Moreover, a single run of a 
multi-objective GA may provide a number of Pareto-optimal solutions, each of which is 
optimal in one objective with a constrained upper limit on other objectives (such as optimal in 
cost for a particular upper bound on reliability). Thus, the advantages of using a multi-
objective GA in real-world problems are many and there is the need for some interesting 
application case studies which would clearly show the advantages and flexibilities in using a 
multi-objective GA, as opposed to a single-objective GA.  
We believe that more such mentioned studies are needed to understand better the working 
principles of a multi-objective GA. An obvious outcome of such studies would be the 
development of new and improved multi-objective GAs. 
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